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Reproduced in miniature by The Metropolitan Museum of Art

PRICE FOR THE FULL SERIES OF 24 MINIATURES$ 1.25

This
striking set of Masters of Spanish Painting is the latest example of

one of the most exciting steps in art education—both for adults and young
people —ever undertaken. Once a month, for more than two years, The

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York has been preparing separate sets of
full-color miniature reproductions of the world’s great art treasures. Each set

includes 24 fine Miniatures now in the new large size shown above, and a 32-page

Album, in which the paintings are discussed and explained, and the prints can
be affixed in given spaces.

Eventually these sets willembrace the most interesting and most representative
work of every period, every school, every great painter—not only from the
Metropolitan’s own priceless collections, but also from other leading museums
at home and abroad. Thus the Albums, with their Miniatures, are like guided
visits through the great art museums of the world under the guidance of experts.
The project is like an informal but comprehensive course, carried on by the staff
of the Museum, in both the history and appreciation of Art—one that can be
enjoyed by persons of all ages.

A SUGGESTION: To acquaint yourself visually with the project, we suggest that
you send for this single set of Masters of Spanish Painting. Or, if you wish to
subscribe now on a continuing basis, you can do so with the right to stop whenever
you please , just as you might wish to stop going on “guided personal visits”
through a museum. On this latter basis, you will receive with the first Album,
and with every sixth thereafter, a handsome Portfolio in which the Albums may
be kept for constant enjoyment and reference. The price for each set is $1.25,
with Album.
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Ft IASI NOTi: Since The Metropolitan Museum is unequipped to handle the involved
in this project, it has arranged to have the Book-of-the-Month Club, ofNew York, act as its
national distributor. The selection of subjects and the preparation of the color prints remain
wholly under the supervision of the Museum. All matters having to do with distribution
are handled by the Book-of-the-Month Club.

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc. A299
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

AS A DEMONSTRATION . . . please send me the 24 Miniatures of
Masters of Spanish Painting, with Album (price, $1.25).
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City State

? CHECK HERE IF YOU WANT SUCCEEDING SERIES with
the privilege of stopping at any time. The series immediately following
will be 24 reproductions of paintings by French Impressionists, including
Renoir, Manet, Monet, and others.

DO NOT INCLOM MONIY • A DIU WIU M SINT

POGTAOE AND HANDLING CHARGE, WHICH WILL NOT EXCEED I O/ PER SERIES, WILL BE ADDED
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